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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Payli, Birhan M.S., Purdue University, August 2010. Scalable and QoS Networking Solutions for 
Telemedicine. Major Professor: Arjan Durresi. 
 
 
 
 Retrieving data from a patient in real-time is a challenging operation, especially when 
requiring information from the network to support the patient’s health. A real-time healthcare 
system process is conducted with a continual input, processing, and output of data. It needs to 
have the ability to provide different priorities to different applications, users, or data flows, or to 
guarantee a certain level of performance to a data flow.  
 The current Internet does not allow applications to request any special treatment. Every 
packet, including delay-sensitive audio and video packets, is treated equally at the routers. This 
simplest type service of network is often referred to as best effort, a network service in which the 
network does not provide any guarantees that data is delivered or that a user is given a guaranteed 
QoS level or a certain priority. 
 Providing guaranteed services requires routers to manage per-flow states and perform 
per-flow operations. Such network architecture requires each router to maintain and manage per-
flow state on the control path, and to perform per-flow classification, scheduling, and buffer 
management on the data path. This complicated and expensive network architecture is less 
scalable and robust than today’s modern stateless network architectures such as Random Early 
Dropping (RED) for congestion control, DiffServ for QoS, and the original IP network. 
viii 
 
 
 This thesis introduces a new DiffServ-based scheme of IP bandwidth allocation during 
congestion, called Proportional Allocation of Bandwidth (PAB) which can be used in all 
networks. In PAB scheme, the bandwidth is allocated in proportion to Subscripted Information 
Rate (SIR) of the competing flows. PAB implementation uses multiple token buckets to label the 
packets at the edge of the network and multilevel threshold queue at the IP routers to discard 
packets during congestion. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 Medical patients today face a variety of conditions that are both difficult and costly to 
diagnose and treat. With the cost of getting treatment from medical experts or healthcare 
facilities, the use of information technology is urgent in helping control and potentially reduces 
medical costs. 
 However, telemedicine or more precisely, communications and information technologies 
for the delivery of the clinical care, healthcare information system technology also comes with its 
own costs. Creating healthcare systems are complicated works and require expert system 
configurations and applications. Although these sophisticated system architectures can guarantee 
end-to-end QoS on networks, they come with a high price. For example, the Integrated Service 
(IntServ) model of Internet is one of the guaranteed delivery architectures already set up in almost 
every computer in use today. However, it is expensive to construct due to its per-flow-state 
requirement. 
 IntServ network architecture requires each router to maintain and manage per-flow state 
on the control path, and to perform per-flow classification, scheduling, and buffer management on 
the data path. Also, the nature of its structure makes this service model of Internet less scalable 
and robust than today’s modern stateless network architectures, such as Random Early Dropping 
(RED) for congestion control, Differentiated Service (DiffServ) for QoS, and the original IP 
network. 
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 The current Internet does not allow applications to request any special treatment. Every 
packet, including delay-sensitive audio and video packets, is treated equally at the routers. This 
simplest type of network service is often referred to as best-effort, a network service in which the 
network does not provide any guarantees that data is delivered or that a user is given a guaranteed 
QoS level or a certain priority. 
 Healthcare systems are real-time processes conducted with a continual input, processing, 
and output of data. Health data retrieving from a source has to be processed in a small specific 
time period; otherwise, it creates problems for the system and along with danger for the source if 
it is a living subject. These characteristic of real-time data retrieving over the Internet is the main 
reason real-time applications are extremely challenging processes. Additionally, these types of 
applications also need to have the ability to provide different priorities to different applications, 
users, or data flows, or to guarantee a certain level of performance to a data flow. Under these 
requirements of real-time healthcare systems, the DiffServ service model has been developed. 
 To provide simple best-effort service, core routers do not need to maintain state 
information of the flow of packets. However, as mentioned above, in the IntServ model, state 
information must be maintained for per core routers on the path from source to destination. 
DiffServ lies on between these two extreme service models. DiffServ maintains only a constant 
amount of state per router; it provides a simple, scalable, and coarse-grained mechanism for 
classifying, managing network traffic, and providing QoS guarantees on IP networks [18] [19] 
[20]. 
 In general, Internet service providers (ISPs) are expected to make service guarantees to 
their clients. In some cases, such as a real-time healthcare system, the clients have a specific 
application that requires such service and they buy a package from the ISP that meets the needs of 
the application. 
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 Since different users can ask for different service requirements, a user may pay more for 
a subscription with high privilege than a user with a lower rate subscription. In the case of 
congestion, a user with the higher privilege will be allocated more bandwidth and will be allowed 
through before lower rate customers of the ISP. For some healthcare system applications this 
might be fair, but for a real time healthcare system it is not acceptable. For fair behavior, a 
different method of bandwidth allocation during congestion on the network, Promotional 
Allocation of Bandwidth (PAB), is proposed in this thesis study. 
 The bandwidth allocations and dropping mechanism of network communication are 
mostly based on the max-min fairness principle, especially if the sizes of the jobs or tasks vary. 
The bandwidth resources are allocated to data rates in order of increasing demand. No data rate 
receives more than its required rate capacity. Data rate with large sources split the remaining 
resource. In other words, small data rate sources get all their required bandwidth resource, and the 
remaining bandwidth is equally split between the large resources. This is a fair way not to allow 
large sources to be favored over other sources. 
 PAB creates a new method of bandwidth allocation in which bandwidth must be 
allocated in proportion to the Subscripted Information Rate (SIR) of the competing flows. 
Storing the state of the flow in the interior of the network is not necessary in PAB 
implementation. Instead, the ratio of a flow’s data rate to its SIR is encoded in the form of a label 
on its packets at the first network element. This would be a boundary (edge) router as ingress of a 
wireless network. At the interior of the network, these labels are used by the routers for 
differentiating between packets during congestion. A wireless router drops packets based on these 
labels and the current level of threshold in the router. PAB, like DiffServ, also lies on the middle 
of the service model scale between the best-effort model and the IntServ model of the Internet; 
however, it has different congestion control strategy as ratio of a flow’s data rate to its SIR. 
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 In a real-time healthcare system, retrieving data strongly depends on the bandwidth 
allocation to the source. When multiple sources relate to a healthcare system, bandwidth 
allocation must be divided between sources fairly. Since PAB has the ability to provide different 
treatment to different priority classes, it is also able to provide fair shares of the bandwidth during 
the network congestion. 
 Sources in healthcare systems, most of the time, are living subjects; more precisely, they 
are patients who have different reasons for monitoring their health. Some patients have specific 
health issues which need to be observed very closely. However, others are routinely observed by 
healthcare experts in order to stay healthy. With this in mind, some common health issues the 
world is facing today should be examined. 
 According to the International Diabetes Association study, 23.6 million people or 7.8% 
of the population of the United States have diabetes [1]. People with diabetes should check their 
blood sugar daily by taking a blood sample. Most of the time blood sugar testing can be 
conducted at home with an over-the-counter blood test kit by the patient or caregiver. Although 
over-the-counter blood test kits give the ability of self-testing to patients, which also provides the 
freedom of making their own decision about whether they need professional help, most of the 
time people with certain illnesses need a health expert’s help for taking a blood sample. For 
example, a patient with risk of stroke, heart disease, kidney disorder, or liver problem may be 
observed frequently by performing blood analysis and supervised carefully by health specialists 
[12] [13] [23] [24]. 
 According to [2] Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is the third leading cause of 
infant death in the United States and the first leading cause of death among infants aged 1-12 
months. Unfortunately, all over the world millions of babies die each year from the unknown 
causes of SIDS, leaving behind heartbroken parents and puzzled medical experts. 
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 Almost all SIDS deaths occur without any warning or symptoms of health problems. 
During the hospital stay, all newborns’ vital signs are observed to check for any health issues that 
are not visible immediately after delivery. However, after they leave the hospital, babies still need 
to be monitored carefully for the first 6-12 months. 
 According to Federal Interagency Form on Aging Related Statistic [3] in 2006, 37 million 
people aged 65 and older lived in the United States, or 12% of the total population. Over the 20th 
century, the older population grew from 3 million to 37 million. The oldest-old population (85 
and over) grew from just over 100,000 in 1900 to 5.3 million in 2006. 
 Observing body energy and performance from vital signs is important for many reasons. 
For example, when people age, no matter how healthy they are, body muscles begin to weaken. 
This situation makes daily life dangerous for elderly people. Besides having difficulty lifting, 
pulling, pushing, or carrying things, most dangerously, they might also fall down and cause 
serious harm to their body, or even life-threatening injuries. As a precaution, elderly people’s 
body performance should be checked frequently. 
 Evaluating body energy and performance from vital signs also helps sport scientists and 
coaches in almost every discipline to determine the capability of the body muscles of athletes. For 
example, blood lactate can be measured to evaluate the physical performance of athletes; a coach 
can set up the best training plan to put the athlete in the right training zones, and at the same time, 
collect data from every step of athlete’s practice performance [4]. 
 Additionally, this type of observation is good for military personal during their hours of 
training, for physical laborers such as, in the mining industry, oil and gas extraction, off shore oil 
rigs, or the construction industry. Depending on the patient’s condition, clinic visitations for body 
evaluation may be difficult or, in some cases, may not be possible. Observing the chemical 
balance of body muscles should be conducted remotely to reduce to clinic visitations. 
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 A number of different types of invasive or non-invasive vital sign tests monitor the 
conditions inside the human body. For example, 
• for profiling cardiovascular risks, pulse rate, blood pressure, body temperature, and 
respiratory rate, are observed; also, the blood lipids, as well as glucose tests are 
performed [6]. 
• for diabetics, the blood sugar is checked on a daily basis 
• for a person with kidney disease, mainly the creatinine, renin, albumin, prealbumin, 
phosphate, and potassium levels in the blood are observed [6]. 
• for liver diseases, the liver enzymes, AST and ALP, alkaline phosphatase (ALP), 
albumin, bilirubin, and total protein levels in the blood are measured to detect liver 
damage or disease [6] [14]. 
 These are just a few of the common and well-known body health examinations that help 
to diagnose patients’ physical health. In addition to these, in recent years, research and several 
studies in medicine indicate that some new kinds of blood tests are developing to diagnose mental 
illnesses such as depression, schizophrenia, and bi-polar disorder in their early stages, as well as 
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases [22]. 
 Scientists in bio-medical, computer, electric and electronic fields have seen the impact 
and unlimited advantages of integrated wireless technologies on people’s health and living 
standards. Several studies have been done to address the medical sensors and remote sensory data 
collections to provide better healthcare systems. For example, implanted and wearable sensor 
applications with their monitoring capabilities have become extremely popular especially in 
healthcare [5] [7] [8] [11], military [15], home security, as well as monitoring environmental 
conditions such as planetary exploration, chemical and biological detection, or environmental 
monitoring in the ocean or atmosphere. 
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 Health sensors and wireless network technologies such as WLAN, WiMAX, Ad Hoc 
networks, satellite, and cellular networks can be utilized to create a next generation of ubiquitous 
and pervasive healthcare systems [8] [11] [5] [16]. 
 Wearable and implanted sensors can be thought of as the first level of a real-time 
healthcare information system. The personal and local area networks follow the sensor as the 
second level of healthcare hierarchy. And finally, wide area and other networks complete the list 
as the third level of healthcare systems. 
 This thesis study has seven chapters. Chapter 1 is the Introduction providing background 
details and supporting evidence for the study. Chapter 2 will continue with examples of common 
health issues and the importance of health screening tests on adults and children. Chapter 3 will 
introduce three tiers of a Wireless Healthcare System Network. It will introduce as the first tier 
several sensor applications in use today and give great detail on health sensors and their use in 
living subjects. Personal and local area networks will be examined as the second tier of healthcare 
systems. And finally, wide area and several other networking technologies will be introduced as 
the third tier. 
 Chapter 4 is about Quality of Service (QoS) of the Internet and its requirements. In this 
chapter will be a brief description of some techniques which are commonly in use in today’s 
Internet, such as resource allocations, scheduling mechanisms, and policing mechanisms. Also, it 
will provide vivid examples and explanations about the chain of QoS. Additionally, it will 
compare different service models of Internet, examine their scalable abilities, and look at their 
business aspects. Chapter 4 will also give detailed information about DiffServ architecture and its 
routers. 
 Chapter 5 will focus on Scalable Proportional Allocation of Bandwidth (PAB), discussing 
its structure, implementation, and packet labeling methodology. Additionally in this chapter, brief 
instructions on PAB’s multiple token buckets usage with a graphic composition will be given. 
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Moreover, the packet dropping mechanism at core routers, as well as three sets of label fractions, 
will be stated in this chapter. 
 The contents of chapter 6 include a section where the simulation results will be provided. 
In this section, PAB will be compared with Random Early Dropping (RED) in a set of source 
experiments: UDP and TCP. These two different sources will be run for single congested link and 
for multiple congested links. Experiment results will be introduced graphically in this chapter. 
 The conclusion, Chapter 7, is the last chapter of the thesis; it will be followed by the 
references. 
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CHAPTER 2 COMMON HEALTH ISSUES 
 
 Blood in the human body gives several clues that lead the medical doctors on the right 
path about physiological and biochemical health, or about health risks. Blood tests help 
individuals and health professionals to learn more about the body and detect potential problems in 
early stages when treatment or changes in personal habits can be most effective. The goal of the 
blood testing for diseases is to control symptoms, reduce complications, and slow the progression 
of the disease. Blood components and their analysis can vary from person to person for several 
reasons [13] [25] [26].  
Blood (Screening) Test 
• Sex, age, and race are the main factors that make individuals differ internally and 
externally from each other. 
• Dietetic preference, including alcohol intake, creates changes in the blood components 
from person to person. 
• Prescription drugs or over-the-counter drugs display different outcomes in the blood [13] 
[14].  
• The degree of physical activity affects the blood results. For example, athletes’ blood 
lactate can be measured to evaluate the physical performance while exercising [5]. 
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Blood Tests for Certain Illnesses 
 Diabetes: One of the most common diseases that continually need to be monitored by 
blood testing is diabetes. People with diabetes, either type-1 or type-2, cannot balance insulin 
production in their body. When the insulin level of the body is imbalanced, the body can produce 
too little or too much insulin. The glucose in the blood cannot move into the cells and glucose 
collects in the blood. Over time, these high glucose levels can cause serious complications such 
as blindness, neuropathy, microangiopathy, macroangiopathy, kidney damage, cardiac 
complications, ulcers, or uncontrollable heart rate and blood pressure, which can lead to heart 
failure, coronary artery disease, myocardial infarction, or stroke. This life threatening illness 
requires frequent testing for blood sugar (blood glucose) levels sometimes twice a day, and in 
some advanced cases, as frequently as every hour or more [6] [12] [14] [23] [24]. 
 Heart Diseases: The frequency of blood tests increases depending on the severity of a 
patient’s illness. People living with any type of heart diseases are at greater risk of stroke and 
sudden death. “As of 2007, cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in the United 
States, England, Canada, and Wales, killing one person every 34 seconds in the United states 
alone [20].”  
 Cardiovascular diseases need to be followed very closely. Patients’ vital signs sometimes 
should be monitored every second of their lives. Their body responses to certain medicines also 
require close observation by healthcare professionals [6].  
 Some cardiovascular patients are able to monitor their own vital signs using several non- 
invasive and easy-use devices by themselves without any health professionals’ help, for example, 
a blood pressure device, hand carried electrocardiography or hand carried cardiac ultrasound. 
However, they may fail to indicate specific cardiac abnormalities that provide a conclusive 
diagnosis for emergency care.  
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 For example: Blood lipids such as cholesterol, HDL-C, LDL-C, triglycerides, or VLDL-
C are often ordered to determine risk of coronary heart disease. They are tests that have been 
shown to be good indicators of whether someone is likely have a heart attack or stroke caused by 
atherosclerosis. Pre-diabetic metabolic syndrome as well as diabetes can also cause 
cardiovascular complications. For that reason, blood glucose and insulin levels also need to be 
checked at certain intervals in at-risk patient groups. Blood electrolytes levels also can affect 
cardiac conductivity [6]. 
 Potassium is one of the components in cardiac functions that even a slight decrease of its 
level in the blood can cause abnormal electrical activity in the heart. On the other hand, excessive 
potassium in the blood usually indicates poor kidney function that also may cause abnormal and 
even fatal abnormalities in the heart rhythm [10] [20].  
 Kidney Diseases: Creatinine, renin, albumin, prealbumin, phosphate and potassium levels 
need to be monitored regularly by a medical doctor. These parameters could reflect kidney 
function and disease. These tests also help to monitor kidney function and the effectiveness of the 
treatments in these patient groups if they are under certain drug therapies. [6] [21] [27].  
 For example creatinine is a waste product in the blood created in muscle cells during 
physical activities. A healthy kidney does not let the creatinine build up in the blood but separates 
creatinine from blood and transfers it into the urine. However, if the kidneys cannot work 
properly the creatinine level in the blood elevates and indicates that the kidneys are not working 
at full strength [27].  
 More chronic illnesses also require regular blood testing to observe the body’s health. For 
example, depending on the severity of the individual’s case, all Hepatitis, (A, B, and C), 
hemochromatosis (genetic defect), cirrhosis patients, as well as fatty liver patients require blood 
tests to check the condition of the liver [6]. 
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 Blood tests are one of the major medical applications that help medical doctors to detect 
potential problems in one’s body. Performing blood tests lets the medical doctors indicate the 
symptoms of certain illnesses and take necessary precautions to minimize the risks. 
  
 All newborns will have a simple blood test to check for disorders that are not visible 
immediately after delivery. These disorders can be genetic, metabolic, blood-related, or hormone-
related. Also, disorders can vary from baby to baby depending on the baby’s sex, race, and 
geographical area where the baby lives. Some disorders are more common in some regions of the 
world, which makes testing more important. 
Newborn Blood (Screening) Test 
Possible newborn disorders may include:  
 Phenylketonuria (PKU) is an inherited disease in which the body cannot metabolize a 
protein called phenylalanine, “essential” amino acids. Without treatment, PKU can cause mental 
retardation [28].  
 Congenital hypothyroidism is a condition in which the baby is born with too little thyroid 
hormone. Low thyroid hormone levels can lead to cognitive development problems and poor 
physical growth.  
 Galactosemia, is an inherited disorder. The baby is unable to metabolize galactose, a milk 
sugar. Without treatment, galactosemia can be life threatening. Symptoms may begin in the first 
two weeks of life.  
 Sickle cell anemia is a hereditary anemia marked by abnormal crescent-shaped red blood 
cells which are deficient in oxygen [29]. Early diagnosis of sickle cell anemia can help lower 
some of the risks which include severe infections, blood clots, and stroke [30].  
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 Maple syrup urine disease is another inherited disorder which is caused by an inability of 
the body to properly process certain parts of protein called amino acids. The name comes from 
the characteristic odor of maple syrup in the baby's urine [28]. It is life-threatening as early as the 
first two weeks of life. Even with treatment, severe disability and paralysis can occur. 
 Homocystinuria this inherited disorder causes mental retardation, bone disease, and blood 
clots. It is caused by a deficiency of an enzyme necessary to digest an amino acid called 
methionine.  
 Biotinidase enzyme deficiency disorder is characterized by a deficiency of the biotinidase 
enzyme. This enzyme is important in metabolizing biotin, a B vitamin. Lack of the enzyme can 
lead to severe acid build up in the blood, organs, and body systems.  
 Congenital adrenal hyperplasia is an inherited disease of the adrenal glands. Babies born 
with congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) cannot make enough of the hormone cortisol, which 
helps control energy, sugar levels, blood pressure, and how the body responds to the stress of 
injury or illness. CAH may also affect the development of the genitals and the hormones of 
puberty.  
  Medium chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (MCAD) deficiency is a disorder of fatty acid 
oxidation which can cause sudden death in infancy and serious disabilities in survivors, such as 
mental retardation. Moreover, newborns must be screened for congenital toxoplasmosis and 
cystic fibrosis [28] [31] [30].  
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Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) 
 SIDS deaths occur in children between two months and four months of age. Sudden 
infant death syndrome rarely occurs before one month of age or after six months.  
 Newborns are safe and protected while they are in the healthcare facilities. However, how 
safe will the baby be at home? What could be more painful than new parents facing the sudden 
death of their baby from undefined causes? How would a healthcare giver feel after letting a 
healthy baby go home, and then finding out it has died? 
 A well-conducted a real time monitoring healthcare system can help the parents have less 
worry for their new born. The system can also reduce institutionalization, and cost Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: An abstract composition of Real-Time Observation Home System. 
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 Newborn Observation System (NOHS) can read the vital signs properties from a body 
sensor and transfer the data to a remote health facility to diagnose a newborn’s health values and, 
if necessary, warn the parents to take action while medical help is on the way. 
Wireless real-time healthcare systems provide a sense of security, independence, and, to some 
degree, peace of mind from the worry of SIDS. 
  
 Analyses of blood concentrations for performance are also important in healthcare and 
medicine; it is important for people who have lost their muscle or bone health, and most 
importantly, the people who are losing their movement ability because of age. 
Blood Test for Evaluating Body Performance 
When people age, no matter how healthy they are, body muscles begin to weaken. This 
situation makes daily life dangerous for elderly people. Besides having difficulty lifting, pulling, 
pushing, or carrying things, most dangerously, they might also fall down and cause serious harm 
to their body, or even life threatening injuries. Lactate testing for body energy can be useful: 
• for athletes during exercise 
• for soldiers during their hours of training 
• for workers who have to work long hours with body power at the places such as the 
mining industry, oil and gas extraction, or off shore oil rigs 
• for individuals who have movement difficulties 
• for the elderly who lose the body energy by aging 
   Blood properties, especially blood lactate measurement are used by sport scientists, 
coaches and athletes in almost every discipline to determine the capability of the muscles of an 
athlete. Using the wireless non-invasive real-time blood analysis, a coach can set up the best 
training plan to put the athlete in the right training zones, and at the same time, collect data from 
every step of athlete’s practice performance as in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Using the wireless non-invasive real-time health analysis, a coach can set up the best 
training plan in order to put the athlete in the right training. Analyses of blood concentrations for 
performance are also important in healthcare and medicine. 
 
  Health care professionals can analyze, collect data, observe, and create exercises for 
individuals according to their muscle health with non-invasive blood testing in real time without 
using of heavy cables that may limit level of comfort and thus negatively influence the analysis 
results [4] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36]. 
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CHAPTER 3 WIRELESS HEALTHCARE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
 A healthcare system structure can be thought of in three tiers as seen in Figure 3. The first 
tier is wearable and implantable body sensors, which are the first step for providing health data 
from a living subject to personal or local area network traffics. The second tier represents 
personal and local area networks. These networks are a bridge between the health sensors and the 
Internet where health data can flow to a healthcare facility or a healthcare professional, anywhere 
around the world with the help of the wide area and other networks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Three tiers of a healthcare network system show different wireless network 
technologies that can structure a wireless healthcare system when combined properly.  
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Wearable/Implanted Wireless Body Sensors 
 Tier 1 indicates a number of wireless health sensor technologies that help in many life-
threatening environments such as chronically ill patients, military personnel, or miners. It can be 
applied to a variety of different disciplines such as healthcare, security, sports, entertainment, 
military, or industry. For example, analyses of blood concentrations for clinical condition are 
important in healthcare and medicine. People with certain illnesses require going to a laboratory 
environment where their blood can be analyzed. These clinical visitations are important for 
people who have illnesses such as diabetes, cardiovascular, liver, or lung diseases. Athletes who 
need to frequently evaluate their body performance. 
 Clinical visitations are also important for people who have lost their muscle flexibility, 
bone density or mobility because of illness or age [11]. However, frequent visitation to a medical 
clinic for blood tests is exhausting and expensive. This periodical process leads the patients to 
being depressed and, over time, careless about their health. 
 Several studies have been conducted by engineers and scientists about wireless sensors 
and networking in healthcare to help the frequent visitation struggles of people who live with 
certain health conditions. Most importantly, through these studies scientists hope to be able to 
give them a sense of security, independence, and, to some degree, give them the peace of mind 
which comes from being free from the worry of their illnesses. 
 
Current Wireless Health Sensor Applications 
 Reading and observing vital signs with wireless sensors is the one of the most important 
and promising studies in last two decades. Healthcare systems are quite aware of recent advances 
in implanted and wearable wireless sensors. Many different types of sensor-equipped devices, 
noninvasive or invasive, can collect data from individuals, display them in real-time, store, 
analyze or send them to distance destinations with the help of wireless technology Figure 4. 
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 Some of the sensor-equipped health devices are 
• LUCAS (lenses ultra-wide-field cell monitoring array). 
• Dark field microscopy. 
• Defibrillator or pacemaker. 
• Glucometers. 
• NIRI (Near Infrared Imaging). 
• NIRS (Near Infrared Spectroscopy). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Implanted/wearable sensor equipped devices such as; nano-sensor, defibrillator, dark 
field microscope, LUCAS imager (lenses ultra-wide-field cell monitoring array), and glucose 
monitoring [30] [31] [32] [42] [43] collect data patients, transmit it to a PDA, laptop, or PC where 
to be displayed, stored, and analyzed. 
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 Implanted cardiovascular defibrillators (ICDs) improve survival rates and ultimately save 
heart patients with irregular heartbeats, especially those that could lead the heart to suddenly stop. 
Most defibrillators can automatically use wireless technology to send the patient’s data from its 
transmitter, automatically to the patient’s physician, nurse, or healthcare facility, using either the 
landline phone or the mobile network. This remote follow-up reduces or avoids unnecessary 
clinic visitations, and visitation costs. [37] [7]. 
 Purdue University’s Weldon School of Biomedical Engineering researchers have 
designed a wearable acoustic emission sensor that could be used to monitor the formation of 
micro-cracks that can lead to hairline stress fractures in bones. The goal of the device is to alert 
users when a stress fracture is imminent so that they can stop potentially damaging physical 
activity [5]. 
 According to [38] Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is the 3rd leading cause of 
infant death in the United States and the 1st leading cause of death among infants aged 1-12 
months. Children are generally considered to be at highest risk of dying of SIDS between birth 
and one year of age. Although real causes of SIDS are not precisely known, healthcare 
professionals consider following to be some of the causes [39]; Apnea, cessation of breathing, 
Hypoxia, lessening of oxygen supply, Hyperoxia, excess oxygenation, Hypopnea, shallow 
breathing, Hypoxemia, low oxygen content, Hypercarbia, excess carbon dioxide. 
Many sensor-equipped devices have been created and several others are in development, to 
protect healthy newborns from sudden death for unknown reasons. One commercial application is 
the HiSense BabySense V CU-100/2 Baby Safe Infant Movement Monitor [40]. The device is 
comprised of two very sensitive sensor pads, which are placed under the baby's mattress, and a 
high-speed microprocessor control unit. The control unit alerts parents with a loud alarm if it does 
not detect any movement for 20 seconds. 
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 The purpose of the device is to alert you when slowing or stopping of movement occurs. 
Moreover, the Baby Safe monitors, Angel Care-Baby and Nanny Baby-Breath monitors are also 
commercially available with the same features [41] [42]. 
 Academic research and studies are also interested in SIDS. A team at the University of 
Texas, Arlington, has designed and built a device that monitors the carbon dioxide a child 
exhales, and sends an alert via RFID seconds after the infant stops breathing [43]. According to 
this source, the device includes an array of sensors and an RFID chip that is attached to the crib 
rather than to the child. 
 Observation of people vital signs during physical performance, more specifically, 
measuring the approximate values of an individual's maximum anaerobic and aerobic (maximum 
oxygen uptake) threshold rates. For example, sport scientists, coaches and athletes in almost 
every discipline should determine the capability of an athlete’s muscles to set up the best training 
plan and right training zone, and at the same time, collect data from every step of athlete’s 
practice performance [4] [44] [45]. 
 Performance tests can be conducted in two ways: for an accurate body performance 
evaluation, the blood lactate level test is measured during the exercise session. This test is 
conducted under laboratory conditions by taking a drop of blood at a fingertip. For a practical, 
fast, but approximate solution, noninvasive test calculations may be applied during an activity 
which involves an individual’s heart rate (ECG) and speed. Through the use of a sensor equipped 
chest strap Hosand Heart Rate Telemetry Systems [46] monitor multiple individuals' heart rates at 
the same time and display them in real-time simultaneously with the help of wireless sensors and 
technology. Moreover, the system can transmit the wireless signals up to 200 meters (656 feet) on 
a PDA, laptop, or PC where information will be displayed, stored, and analyzed. 
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 These systems can help to evaluate body performances several times, to see the results of 
specific training periods, response to a treatment or drug, and most importantly, collect 
information on the individuals’ metabolic and cardiovascular strengths or weakness [20] [47] 
[48]. Their small, low-cost, low-powered, multifunctional sensors transmit the patient’s health 
data with diverse networks requirements [49] [50]. Examples of health sensors and their network 
requirements are presented in Table 1. 
 
       Table 1: Health Sensors and their Network Requirements [67]. 
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Several sources, [51] [33] [34] [35] [36]indicate that wireless non-invasive real-time vital 
sign analysis is possible with a device, which uses a polychromatic light source LED (Light 
Emitting Diode) that emits a broad spectrum of light in the near infrared range. By using NIRI 
(Near Infrared Imaging) [33], NIRS (Near Infrared Spectroscopy) [34], inventions like [35] [36], 
or studies like [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] wireless non-invasive real-time health monitoring and 
continuous data collection from a live subject improves the quality of healthcare systems. Most 
importantly, this reduces the frequency of a patient’s visitation to a doctor’s office and 
consequently, the cost of medical care. 
 Studies on invasive reading of vital signs also have several valuable applications. For 
example, one of the most common diseases that continually need to be monitored by blood testing 
is diabetes. This life-threatening illness requires frequent testing for blood sugar (blood 
glucose) levels sometimes twice a day, and in some advanced cases, as frequently as every hour 
or more. In summer 2005 the FDA improved a glucose monitoring system, Guardian RT (also, in 
2006 MiniMed Paradigm REAL-Time) which has the capability for 24-hour glucose monitoring. 
The system uses a disposable sensor that is inserted into the abdominal area to measure blood 
glucose levels. Sensor readings are relayed via a radio frequency (RF) transmitter to a monitor 
and displayed in real-time every five minutes. Preset alarm thresholds alert patients to potentially 
dangerous glucose levels, and trend reports/charts can be analyzed after data are downloaded to a 
computer using therapy management software and a docking system [52] [53]. 
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Current Wireless Sensor Applications 
 A number of wireless sensor applications have been created and their effectiveness has 
been tested in many areas that relate to humanity, such as 
• Health applications; Smart medicine cabinet, Body implanted health devices, Monitoring 
clinical conditions, Evaluating body energy and performance, Tracking doctors and 
patients in medical facilities. 
• Military applications; Battlefield surveillance, Nuclear biological chemical attack 
detection, Battle damage assessment. 
• Environmental applications; Fire detection, Agricultural monitoring and mapping, Flood 
detection. 
• Home applications; Smart home environment, Home automation.  
 In addition to these, several commercial applications have been created for better 
everyday living, for example, environmental control in offices, and homes, or car security. The 
main purpose of these studies is to provide a better quality for life for people, making lives easier, 
more comfortable, and most importantly, more secure. 
  
Wireless Personal Area Networks 
 Tier 2 indicates wireless personal area networks (WPANs). A WPAN is a network 
structure for interconnecting information technology devices within the range of an individual 
person, typically within a range of 10 meters, which is defined by IEEE standard 802.15. A 
WPAN could serve to interconnect all the ordinary computing and communicating devices, 
stationary or mobile, or it could serve more specialized purposes such as in a healthcare facility or 
in a surgery room, allowing the surgeons and other team members to communicate during an 
operation. 
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 The best features of WPAN technology are known as plugging in and the ability of each 
device to lock out other devices selectively. For example, when any two WPAN-equipped 
devices come into close proximity or within a few kilometers of a central server, they can 
communicate as if connected by a cable and, with the lock out ability, prevent interference or 
unauthorized access to their information. 
 Bluetooth is one of the most-widely used WPANs under the IEEE protocol 802.15.1 
today. It uses a radio technology called frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) which 
transmits radio signals, by rapidly switching a carrier among many frequency channels, through 
2.4 GHz short-range radio frequency with data rate of 1 Mbps. It exchanges information between 
devices such as mobile phones, telephones, labtops, PCs, printers, Global Positioning System 
(GPS) receivers, and digital cameras. 
 ZigBee is another common WPAN based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard with a low-cost, 
low-power wireless mesh networking structure. It is a general-purpose, inexpensive self-
organizing network that can be shared by industrial controls, medical devices, smoke and intruder 
alarms, building and home automation. The low cost and low power-usage of ZigBee makes it 
widely deployed in wireless controlling monitoring applications, which are commonly used in 
healthcare systems. Very small amount of power requirement of ZigBee provides longer battery 
life, which is ideal for use in small medical devices; and because of mesh networking structure, 
systems in the network can communicate within a larger range. 
  WPAN technologies include Bluetooth, IrDA, UWB, Z-wave, and ZigBee, which all 
permit communication within about ten meters [20]. The most common WPAN device today is 
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant). The vast majority of all PDAs are smart phones, such as RIM 
Blackberry, Apple i-Phone, and Nokia N-Series [20] [54] [60]. 
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Wireless Local /Wide Area and Other Networks 
 Tier 3 indicates method for accessing the Internet. Many PDAs can reach server(s) such 
as, hospital information servers, emergency servers, healthcare provider servers, healthcare 
facility servers, by accessing the Internet, intranets, or extranets via either one of Wireless 
Personal Area Networks (WPAN), Wireless Local Network (WLAN), Mobile Ad Hoc Network 
(MANET), Celular Network (3G, 4G), Satellite Techonologies, or integration of all of these. 
Table 2 summarizes major features of wireless local, wide and other network technologies. 
 
 
 Table 2: Major Features of Different Wireless Technologies [61] [62] [67] [68]. 
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
 RFID is a wireless identification system that can wirelessly identify an object or a person 
with a tag. Most RFID tags contain at least two parts. One is an integrated circuit for storing and 
processing information, also modulating and demodulating a radio-frequency (RF) signal, and 
other specialized functions. The second is an antenna which is linked to each element and allows 
power to be transferred between the reader/writer and remotely sited tag through inductive 
coupling. Since this is a bi-directional process, data is transferred in both directions. The data 
transferring range capability of RFID is up to 1 meter with 100 Kbps data rate. 
 RFID tags are currently used in healthcare system applications such as patient tracking and 
information, recording blood pressure and heart beat rate, and patient’s prescriptions and drug 
tracking. RFID tags are also used in applications that allow tagging of patients, beds, and 
expensive hospital equipment. They can work well even in harsh environments with significantly 
high speed without any reading error. Multiple RFID tags can be read at the same time— a bulk 
of 10 to 100 tags at a time—and since it is RF technology, physical contact between the tags and 
the reader is not required. However, this technology also has some disadvantages, such as high 
cost.  The cost and size may increase depending on the design for specific applications. Related 
to requested designs, the signals from different types of tags may be affected when they are near 
to some chemical combinations, metals or liquids, which may cause false reading of data. 
 Active tags contain their own power source, usually an on-board battery. Depending on 
an application’s read range and memory requirements, they operate at higher frequencies, 455 
MHz, 2.45 GHz, or 5.8 GHz. In contrast, passive tags obtain power from the signal of an external 
reader and typically operate at frequencies of 128 kHz, 13.6 MHz, 915 MHz, or 2.45 GHz with 
the ranges of a few centimeters to 10 meters. Properly implanted and carefully conducted RFID 
can significantly aid the healthcare systems in performing their duties. [55] [56] [60]. 
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Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) 
 Today, large portions of health care information and management systems rely on the 
WLAN technologies. Healthcare professionals carry personal digital assistants (PDAs) and 
laptops that are used either to view or to submit information via WLAN connections within their 
facilities. WLANs are attractive, both for consumers and businesses, because they do not require 
expensive cabling and they enhance mobility and accessibility to the network. 
 The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) governs most of the popular 
WLAN standards in use today. In 1997 IEEE created the first WLAN standard and called it 
802.11. During the years, gradually, 802.11 have been expanded and the 802.11 family, a, b, g, n, 
e and a few more in processes, created. Today, IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n WLAN standards collectively 
are known as WiFi (also called as 802.11X) technologies, Table 3. The full names of the 
acronyms of different transmission protocols in the 802.11 family listed in Table 3 are provided 
in Table 4. 
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Table 3: Major Features of Different Wireless Technologies [61] [62] [67] [68]. 
 
 
 
           Table 4: Full name of Different Transmission Protocols of 802.11 Family. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    FHSS  Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum 
   DSSS  Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum 
   OFDM  Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
   MIMO  Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output 
   EDCA  Enhanced Distributed Channel Access  
   HCCA  High Speed Controlled Channel Access 
 
  Acronym   Full Name 
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 IEEE 802.11b is backward compatible with original standard, 802.11. It uses same 
CSMA/CA media access method and it is a direct extension of the DSSS (Direct-sequence spread 
spectrum) modulation technique defined in 802.11. 802.11b has 11 Mbps data rate and uses 2.4 
GHz spectrum. In practice, an application can achieve the maximum 5.9Mbps 802.11b 
throughput using TCP and 7.1 Mbps UDP [20]. Its lower cost and substantiality of obstructions 
makes it widely used. However, devices operating in the same frequency, 2.4 GHz range, such as 
Bluetooth, baby monitors or cordless telephones may interfere with each other on the unregulated 
frequency band. 
 IEEE 802.11a was created as a second extension to the original 802.11 standard at the 
same time with 802.11b. Since both standards utilize different frequencies, the two technologies 
are not compatible with each other. 
 The higher cost of 802.11a makes it better for use at hospitals, healthcare facilities, and 
businesses network. 802.11a supports bandwidth up to 54 Mbps and signals in a regulated 
frequency spectrum around 5 GHz. Supporting high bandwidth and high frequency are advantage 
of 802.11a due to preventing signal interference from other devices. However, high frequency 
creates also some problems such as lower range of the network and difficulty to penetrate 
obstructions, such as walls, tall buildings, and hills. 
 802.11g was created with a combination of the best features of both 802.11a and 802.11b 
in mind. However, it is backwards compatible only with 802.11b. It supports bandwidth up to 54 
Mbps, and it uses the 2.4 GHz frequency for greater range. 802.11g is fast, high frequency and 
penetrates for obstructions. However, it costs more than 802.11b and devices operating in the 
same frequency may interfere on the unregulated signal frequency. 
 IEEE 802.11n is the new standard in the WiFi category and still in process. It was 
developed to improve network throughput over two previous standards, 802.11a and 802.11g. 
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 The bandwidth improvement in the 802.11n is supported by multiple wireless signals, 
four spatial streams at a channel width of 40 MHz, and multiple antennas instead of one. The 
technique of using multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver for improving 
communication performance is called Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology. 
MIMO offers significant increases in data throughput and link range without additional 
bandwidth or transmit power. 802.11n has the fastest maximum speed and the best signal range 
with more resistance to inference from other sources. As mentioned, this standard is still in 
development. It is expensive and using multiple signals may greatly interfere with 802.11b/g 
based networks [20] [57] [60]. 
 IEEE 802.11e standard defines a set of Quality of Service enhancements for WLAN 
applications, especially for WiFi. It defines QoS mechanisms for wireless gear that gives support 
to bandwidth-sensitive applications such as voice and video. 802.11e enhances QoS applications 
with modifications to the Media Access Control (MAC) layer. Two of the original 802.11 MAC 
protocols, Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), and PCF do not differentiate between traffic 
types or sources, the IEEE developed enhancements in 802.11e to both coordination modes to 
facilitate QoS. Its development is very important in delay-sensitive applications, which are widely 
used, in healthcare systems [20] [57] [59] [60]. 
 Other than these common WiFi standards, more IEEE 802.11 standards exist or are in 
development to support the creation of technologies for wireless local area networking: 
• 802.11d - worldwide compliance with regulations for use of wireless signal spectrum 
(2001). 
• 802.11i - security improvements for the 802.11 family (2004). 
• 802.11k - WLAN system management (in progress).  
• 802.11m - maintenance of 802.11 family documentations. 
• 802.11p - wireless access for the vehicular environment. 
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• 802.11T - wireless performance prediction recommendation for testing standards and 
metrics. 
• 802.11u - internetworking with 3G / cellular and other forms of external networks. 
• 802.11v - wireless network management / device configuration [57]. 
 
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) 
 A wireless ad hoc (or self-organizing) network is a decentralized 802.11-based WLAN 
network where wireless devices directly communicate with each other. Operating in ad-hoc mode 
allows all wireless devices within range of each other to discover and communicate in peer-to-
peer fashion without involving central access points (including those built to in broadband 
wireless routers). With an ad hoc network, topology may be changing all the time without 
warning. The decentralized nature of wireless ad hoc networks makes them quite flexible, 
scalable, and suitable for a variety of applications, especially in healthcare systems. 
 A mobile ad hoc network (MANETs) is one of the applications of wireless ad hoc 
networks. It is a self-configuring network of mobile devices connected by wireless links. Each 
node in a MANET moves independently in any direction by frequently changing its links to other 
devices. These networks tend to feature a small group of devices all in very close proximity to 
each other. It even offers unrestricted mobility, but the routing becomes very complex due to the 
lack of centralized infrastructure. Performance suffers as the number of devices grows, and a 
large ad hoc network quickly becomes difficult to manage. Due to user mobility, many routes 
become unusable, resulting in discovery of new routes or rerouting of old routes. 
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 Several different types of routing schemes can be used in Ad Hoc wireless networks for 
health monitoring. Some of the basic schemes are shown in the Table 5. 
 
    Table 5: shows different types of routing schemes of Ad Hoc networks [61] [62] [67]. 
  
 Each scheme has its own complexity, overhead and performance in terms of reliability of 
message delivery and end-to-end delays. For example, unicast routing will provide the worst 
performance if an intermediate device has failed, moved or is simply not co-operative due to one 
to one communication. On the other hand, multicast and broadcast routing provide better 
reliability of message delivery. However, the amount of network traffic and monitoring delays 
will be high due to multiple communication directions [62] [60] [59] [20] [57]. 
 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) 
 WiMAX is based on the IEEE 802.16e standard (also called Broadband wireless access), 
which evolved from 802.16a, using advanced physical layer techniques to support non-line-of-
sight communication. It is a scalable wireless access technology specially designed to provide 
high throughput over long distances. It has the capability to deliver high-speed Internet access up 
to 10 Mbps broadband speed with 10 to 66GHz to rural areas and other locations without the need 
for cable or DSL technology.  
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 WiMAX provides transmission of data using a variety of transmission modes, from point to 
multipoint links to portable and mobile Internet access. The healthcare sector is one of the 
potential customers of WiMAX. This technology had a great impact on the healthcare systems 
due to wireless broadband connectivity from the local vicinity to a wider scale. WiMAX 
technology improves mobile communication for information exchange while users are traveling 
from one place to another or while they are in a café, a restaurant, or an airport [20] [59] [57]. 
 
Cellular Technologies, 3G, 4G 
 Integration of a variety of advanced wireless communication technologies and many 
diverse cellular (mobile) environments, such as 3G or 3rd Generation and 4G or 4rd Generation 
(successor of 3G and still in process), are the major driving force for today’s and tomorrow’s 
developments in health care systems. 
 3G technology is actively used by it’s a growing number of subscribers since 2007. 3G is a 
family of standards for mobile telecommunications. These standards include GSM EDGE, 
UMTS, CDMA2000 and also DECT and WiMAX with the services of wide area wireless voice 
telephone, video calls, and wireless data. Technology is capable of simultaneous use of speech 
and data services with the data rates up to 14.0Mbps on the downlink and 5.8 Mbps on the uplink 
with HSPA+ [59] [20]. 
 The ability to unify existing cellular standards under one mobile environment is the best 
feature of 3G. According to [61] this is one of the reasons over 85% of the world’s network 
experts have chosen 3G as the underlying technology platform to deliver their third generation 
services (GSM-Information). 
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 4G technology is still in the development stages and when more readily available, the 
integrated wireless access technologies will provide high-speed multimedia communications 
services to mobile users with wide range data rates up to approximately 100 Mbps for high 
mobility such as mobile access; up to approximately 1 Gbps for low mobility such as 
nomadic/local. Achieving such wide data rates will provide capability of accessing multiple 
wireless networks simultaneously for mobile or stationary users. In such a heterogeneous wireless 
access environment, a mobile connection will achieve high data rates through load balancing, 
global mobility through seamless handoff, and quality-of-service (QoS) support through strong 
integration of network services with applications in the higher layers. In this way, wireless 
services can be provided anytime, anywhere, regardless of the type of wireless access available to 
a mobile user. 
 Cellular technologies provide mobile patients with the choices that will be the best fit for 
their lifestyle and make it easier for them to interactively get the medical attention and advice 
they need, when and where it is required, and how they want it regardless of any geographical 
barriers or mobility constraints [59] [20]. 
 
Satellite 
 Communication via satellite introduces a number of healthcare-related opportunities for 
health information systems. According to [69], “Satellite Healthcare, one of the nation’s first and 
leading providers of kidney dialysis services and a major sponsor of nephrology research.”  
 Besides healthcare systems, satellites are used for a large number of purposes. Common 
types include military and civilian earth observation satellites, communications, and navigation 
satellites, weather, and research satellites. Also, services such as, Fixed Satellite Services, Mobile 
Satellite System and Scientific Research Satellites are non-military satellite services: 
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 Fixed satellites handle hundreds of billions of voice, data, and video transmission tasks 
across all countries and continents between certain points on the earth’s surface. 
  Mobile satellite systems help connect remote regions, vehicles, ships, people, and aircraft 
to other parts of the world and/or other mobile or stationary communications units, in addition to 
serving as navigation systems. 
 Scientific research satellites provide meteorological information, land survey data (e.g., 
remote sensing), Amateur (HAM) Radio, and other different scientific research applications such 
as earth science, marine science, and atmospheric research. 
 Combinations of all these technologies provide patients the freedom to navigate all over the 
world without restriction [20]. 
 
A Global Wireless Healthcare Abstract System Composition  
 Monitoring vital signs in the human body gives several clues that lead medical doctors on 
the right path about physiological and biochemical health, or about health risks. Health screening 
of helps individuals and health professionals to learn more about the body and detect potential 
problems in early stages when treatment or changes in personal habits can be most effective [8] 
[14] [45]. The goal of examining the body’s health for diseases is to control symptoms, reduce 
complications, and slow the progression of the disease.  
 Body vital components and their analysis can vary from person to person, but 
requirements for trusted, and well designed global wireless health monitoring systems should 
• Be able to sense early signs of health problems for particular signs in the body and alert 
health care professionals in emergency situations. 
• Reduce frequent visits to the healthcare facilities and create a more independent lifestyle 
for a patient or elderly person; help them to handle their fears, insecurities, and loneliness 
associated with their illness.  
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• Create multi-source, real-time, physiological data for the individual’s health records; 
following up on the patients’ conditions from the beginning to the present will be an 
enormous help to the healthcare professions.  
• Collect data and create a collection that provides scientific benefits to medical scientists all 
over the world for their research, and at the same time, allow more study participants to 
enroll, communicate, and discuss more specific health cases [7] [8]. Figure 5 presents an 
abstract composition of a wireless healthcare system.  
 
Figure 5: An abstract presentation of a wireless healthcare system. It shows some outlines how 
to transmit the patient’s data via Internet to the main server and downloaded from server by the 
healthcare professionals and indicating their data view priorities. 
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CHAPTER 4 QUALITY OF SERVICE (QoS) OF INTERNET AND REQURIMENTS 
 
 
 
 Monitoring vital signs for diseases allows the medical doctors to recognize the symptoms 
of certain illnesses and take necessary precautions to minimize the risks. The different chemical 
values of vital signs imply particular quality requirements that need to be analyzed in order to 
make correct diagnoses. For example, regularly testing insulin levels in blood is very important 
for a person with diabetes; on the other hand, the importance of insulin levels might have 
secondary priority on a cardiovascular patient’s blood values. 
 This is exactly the same for different computer systems. Each computer system has its 
own service qualifications that differ from another; the different structure of the services implies 
particular quality requirements that need to be executed in order to keep the end-users happy. For 
example, listening to the radio or talking on the phone through the Internet requires a lower delay; 
an e-mail or a file transfer service requires higher reliability. Each data flow network can have 
different requirements and need to be treated according to their differences. These different 
requirements for different computer services are constructed as the principles of Quality of 
Services (QoS). 
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Resource Allocation 
 In the current Internet many problems come down to the issue of resource allocation due 
to massive network traffic demands. Today’s Internet does not support any active resource 
allocation and it serves all packets in the same way on a first in first out (FIFO) technique without 
admission control. 
In contrast, a network that supports QoS needs to take an active role in the resource 
allocation process of Internet services as well as having the decision-making ability of who 
should receive it, and how much resource allocation should be made available to certain 
applications. For example, real time applications such as patient monitoring, security monitoring, 
or space shuttle launches refer to a group of applications that have minimum delay requirements. 
These types of applications should inject packets into the network as fast as possible without any 
delay or packet lost. 
 The Internet currently relies on the TCP protocol in the hosts for detecting network 
congestion, and if it detects a lost packet, first it reduces, throttles, the transmission rate then 
increases it gradually as more bandwidth becomes available. The throttling of the transmission 
rate can have very harmful effects on real-time applications that have minimum throughput 
requirements. Since real-time applications are known as loss-tolerant and do not need reliable 
connections, they usually choose to run over UDP by the developers. However, a reduced 
transmission rate is not tolerable for some real-time systems such as healthcare. These 
applications typically cannot tolerate large fluctuations in the transmission rate [59] [60] [58]. 
 The current Internet does not allow applications to request any special treatment. Every 
packet, including delay-sensitive audio and video packets, is treated equally at the routers. When 
a link is congested, packets are simply pushed out as the queue overflows. 
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This simplest type service of network is often referred to as best-effort, a network service 
in which the network does not provide any guarantees that data is delivered or that a user is given 
a guaranteed QoS level or a certain priority. Although the best-effort model is adequate for some 
applications that can tolerate large delay variations such as file transfer and e-mail, it clearly does 
not satisfy the needs the needs of many new applications and their users. 
To satisfy the requirements of new applications, especially real-time applications, two 
types of service model architectures were created to introduce a number of new concepts and 
primitives that are important to QoS support in the Internet: Integrated Service architecture 
(IntServ) is an architecture that specifies the elements to guarantee QoS on network, and 
Differentiated Services architecture (DiffServ) is an architecture that specifies a simple, scalable 
and coarse-grained mechanism for classifying, managing network traffic and providing QoS 
guarantees on modern IP networks. 
These three different architectures of Internet are work in different ways: the best-effort 
model works on a per-packet basis, whereas the IntServ architecture deals with individual flows, 
and DiffServ Internet architecture lies somewhere in between these two and offers a “better than 
best-effort” service. 
To provide a service model that is better than best-effort service, a simple approach is to 
divide network traffic into classes, and provide different levels of service to these different 
classes of traffic. Network traffic classification allows a router to distinguish among packets 
belonging to different classes of traffic, isolates classes and flows that are not harmfully affected 
by each other’s fluctuations, and allows the use of resources, such as link buffers and bandwidth, 
as efficiently as possible.  
Two important mechanisms, scheduling mechanism and policing mechanism, provide a 
degree of isolation among traffic classes or flows. 
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Scheduling Mechanism  
(Link-scheduling discipline: Queued packets selection for transmission) 
 Packets belonging to various network flows are multiplexed and queued for transmission 
at the output buffers associated with a link. This association of selected queued packets and a link 
is known as link scheduling discipline. Link scheduling discipline is responsible for enforcing 
resource allocation to individual packets. The purpose of the scheduler is to decide which queued 
packets should be selected for transmission or get the network resources. Some of the popular 
link-scheduler disciplines are Simple Priority, which is also known as Priority Queuing, Round 
Robin Queuing, and Weighted Fair Queuing. 
 
 Priority (Simple) Queuing 
 In a simple priority, packets arriving at the output link are classified into priority classes 
at the output queue. A packet’s priority class may depend on an explicit marking it carries in its 
packet header, its source address or destination IP address, its destination port address, or other 
criteria. Each priority level has its own queue. When the outgoing link becomes available for 
transmission, the priority scheduler selects packets from the queue with the highest priority. If 
there are no packets with higher priory in the queue or the higher priority packet queue is empty, 
then packets with lower priority are transmitted. The choice among packets in the same priority 
class is done in FIFO manner. 
 
Round Robin (RR) Queuing  
 In Round Robin Queuing (RR), packets are sorted into classes as in priority queuing. 
However, an RR scheduler alternates service among the classes instead of being a strict priority 
of service among classes. 
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  In the simplest explanation of its logic, assuming packets are sorted in 3 classes, a class 1 
packet is followed by a class 2 packet, a class 2 packet is followed by a class 3 packet, then a 
class 3 packet is followed by a class 1 packet, class 2 packet, and so on. The process repeats until 
all packets have been transmitted. RR is a work-conserving queuing discipline. This means that it 
will never allow the link to remain idle if there are queued packets of any class for transmission. 
A work-conserving scheduler that looks for a packet of a given class but finds none will 
immediately check the next class in the sequence. In the case of equally sized data packets, RR is 
max-min fair. 
  
Max-Min Fairness 
 The bandwidth must be allocated fairly to competing flows to satisfy all traffic demands. 
One form of fair sharing policy is called max-min fairness or max-min fair sharing. The max-min 
fair sharing tries to maximize the minimum share of a flow whose demand is not fully satisfied. It 
can be calculated as: 
        (total capacity) 
1- Calculate the initial fair share = ---------------------------. 
     (total number of flow) 
 
2- For all flows that have a demand equal to or less than the fair share, allocate the flow’s 
actual demands. 
3- Remove the satisfied flows and subtract the allocated capacities from the total available 
capacity. 
4- Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the remaining flows with the current fair share. 
    (remaining capacity) 
 Remaining fair share = -----------------------------------. 
    (remaining number of flow) 
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  In this way, all flows with demands less than fair share will be satisfied. The unused 
resources from those flows are allocated according to the same principle for the remaining flows 
with demands larger than the fair share. 
  A generalized abstraction of RR is called as Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) that has 
found considerable use in QoS architectures.  
 
Weighted Fair Queuing 
 In the fair-queuing approach, the share of bandwidth by a flow is represented by a real 
number which is referred to as a weight. Each active flow is allocated bandwidth proportion 
based on its weight. According to assigned weight, each class may receive a differential amount 
of service in any interval of time. Incoming packets are classified and queued according to their 
classes and a WFQ scheduler serves classes in a circular manner as in round robin scheduling.   
 
 The formula of WFQ is: 
 
An idealized description of WFQ is: 
• Each class i, is assigned a weight, wi. 
• During any interval of time there are class i packets to send, class i will then be 
guaranteed to receive a fraction of service equal to wi / (∑ wj).   
• In the worst case, even if all classes have queued packets, class i will still be guaranteed 
to receive a fraction of service equal to wi / (∑ wj) of the bandwidth. 
• Thus, for a link with transmission rate R, class i will always achieve a throughput of at 
least R . wi / (∑ wj).    
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 WFQ, like RR, is a work-conserving queuing discipline, whose scheduler is idle only 
when there are no packets waiting to be transmitted. It supports bandwidth allocation and delay 
bounds and it is widely implemented in routers for supporting QoS. 
  
Policing Mechanism 
(Regulation packets per time Interval) 
 The regulation of the rate at which a data flow is allowed to insert packets into the 
network is an important QoS mechanism. For this purpose, three important time scales over the 
packet flow are policed: 
• Average rate regulates the limitation of long-term average rate, packets per time interval, 
at which flow’s packets can be sent into the network. It is the policing of the interval of 
time over the transmission rate. The average rate can be calculated in many ways and 
results can be quite different. 
• Peak rate is the limitation of the maximum number of packets that can be sent over a 
short period of time. For example, a flow can be policed at an average rate of 6,000 
packets per minute, while policing the flow’s peak rate 1,500 packets per second. 
• Burst size is limitation of the maximum number of packets, the burst of packets, which 
can be sent into the network over an extremely short interval of time. For example, the 
burst size limits the number of packets flow into the network as interval length 
approaches the zero. 
 These three important criteria of rate regulations can be policed or shaped the existing 
traffic by two predominant methods, a leaky bucket and token bucket implementations. Although 
these two mechanisms have the same purpose as controlling the burst of packets that are injected 
into a network they behave according to a different principle. The leaky bucket imposes a hard 
limit on the data transmission rate to provide a steady stream, smooth, of traffic to the network. 
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 On the other hand, the token bucket allows a certain amount of burst packets while 
imposing a limit on the average data transmission rate. 
  
Leaky Bucket Mechanism 
 A leaky bucket is a popular class of traffic regulators that can be used to characterize 
these policing limits. It has two parameters: the token arrival rate r and the bucket depth b. In this 
mechanism, tokes are being generated at a constant rate r tokens per any unit of time, such as 
second. If the bucket is filled with less than b tokens, the newly generated token is added to the 
bucket; otherwise the new token is ignored and the token bucket remains full with b tokens. For 
example; before a packet is transmitted into the network, it must first remove a token from the 
token bucket, if token bucket is empty, the packet must wait for a token. The leaky bucket 
mechanism has a number of interesting properties: 
• The total number of packets that a leaky bucket allows a source to send to the network is 
bounded by a liners function. For example, if P(t) is the amount of packets transmitted 
any interval of time of length, then P(t) ≤  rt + b. 
• The token-generation rate, r, corresponds to the long-term average rate of the traffic. It 
serves to limit the long-term average rate at which packets can enter the network. 
• The maximum burst size cannot be larger than b tokens since there can be at most b 
tokens in a bucket. 
 A flow might be comprised of traffic from a single end-to-end connection or a collection 
of many such connections. 
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Service Models 
 
Best-Effort Service 
 The Internet’s single service, known as best-effort service provides logical 
communications between hosts that makes no guarantees regarding the speed with which data 
will be transmitted to the recipient or that the data will even be delivered entirely. More 
specifically, with best-effort service, timing between packets is not guarantee to be served, or to 
be received in the order in which they were sent, and no guarantee the eventual delivery of 
transmitted packets. 
 
Integration Services (IntServ) 
 IntServ architecture was developed by IETF to provide individualized QoS guarantees to 
individual applications, especially real-time application, in the Internet. It is based on per-flow 
resource reservation with the goal of preserving the datagram model of IP-based networks and at 
the same time support reservation for real-time applications. The main flow-based architecture is 
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP). Algorithm allows multiple sources to transmit to 
multiple destinations. It gives ability to individual destinations to switch channels freely. 
Additionally optimizes bandwidth while eliminating congestion [58] [59] [60]. To receive 
performance assurance from the network, an application must set up the resource reservation 
along its path, in advance, before starting to transmit packets Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: An IntServ infrastructure abstract: an application making a reservation with description 
characteristics of the flow and resource requirements to the network. 
 
 
The process is start with setting up a reservation. The source application characterizes its 
traffics source and resources, QoS, requirements to the network by leaky bucket mechanism. 
When a router receives the request, first, interacts with the routing module to determine next hop 
to which reservation request should be forwarded. Second, it coordinates with the admission 
control to check whether there are sufficient resources to meet the requested resources. For 
example, if an application needs to reserve a path of 25 Mbps bandwidth to a particular 
destination, it is important that the selected path should meet this requirement. At each node the 
network must determine which path to use for setting up the resource reservation. A reservation 
protocol goes hop by hop along the path to install the reservation state in the routers. 
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 The protocol also carries the information about traffic characterization and resource 
requirements that at each node along the path it can be determined whether the new reservation 
request can be accepted or not. The set up protocol also deals with changes in the network 
topology. For example, a link dropping in the network causes a sudden change at the network 
topology. In this case, the reservation protocol should tear down the current reservation and 
setting up a new one for recovery. 
 Since IntServ is an architecture that specifies the elements to guarantee end-to-end QoS 
on networks, it comes with high price. For example, resource reservation set up usually involves 
the issues related to authorization, authentication, and billing that they indicates the financial 
transactions. The users who can effort to put some weight on their packets for queuing scheduling 
get the guaranteed and controlled-load services. 
 
 
Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 
 As wireless medical applications are expected to provide vital aid for healthcare systems, 
wireless network technologies have to be able to provide much better connectivity than 
commercial networks, which often suffer from congestion, packet dropping and increased errors. 
 The diversity in network resources needed for different telemedicine applications, as well 
as the various levels of emergency in medical situations, make the DiffServ model an appropriate 
architecture for creating a scalable and QoS solution in wireless medical networks. 
 The IETF defined DiffServ Internet architecture has the ability to handle different service 
requirements in different ways with a scalable and flexible behavior. Service and forwarding 
treatment are two important concepts in this architecture. Their functionality is quite different 
than each other. In DiffServ context, forwarding treatment is an externally controllable specific 
application that it is implemented in a node. Conversely, service of DiffServ context refers to the 
overall performance of a customer’s traffic receiving. 
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Architectural Model 
 The key elements for building DiffServ lays under its nodes. Two types of DiffServ 
nodes are used for different responsibilities by this architecture. Each type of nodes has different 
responsibilities. The nodes at the boundary of the network are called Boundary nodes or Edge 
nodes and according to their functionality at the edge of network they also called as ingress 
nodes, incoming, or egress nodes, outgoing. 
 Boundary nodes or Edge nodes serve at the edge of the network and consist of a set of 
functions needed to interconnect a DiffServ domain to another DiffServ domain as well as a non-
DiffServ-capable domain. Basically, when they handle the incoming traffic streams, they become 
ingress node to a DiffServ domain. If they handle outgoing traffic streams, they became egress 
node to domain. In particular, a real boundary node can contain all these functions: The same 
node can be a boundary node for some traffic stream and an interior node for some other streams. 
Moreover, any interior node can have part of the functions of boundary nodes in the case of 
having a limited capacity of traffic conditioning. 
 Interior nodes or Core nodes serve inside of the network and consist of a set of functions 
needed if a node is connected only to other DiffServ capable nodes. Within the Interior of the 
network, packets are forwarded based on the forwarding classes in the packet header which 
determines the treatment of the packets. At a DiffServ-capable router, the packet is forwarded 
onto its next hop according to the Per-Hop Behavior (PHB), which influences how a router’s 
buffers and link bandwidth are shared among the competing classes of traffic. In DiffServ 
architecture, a router’s PHB will be based merely on the class of traffic to which the packet 
belongs. 
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 Ingress and Egress are also the term of the DiffServ architectures. An ingress node is a 
collection of functions needed to handle incoming traffic stream to a DiffServ domain. On the 
other hand, an egress node is a collection of functions needed to handle outgoing traffic streams 
from a DiffServ domain. 
 The nodes at the edge of the network can be either a DiffServ-capable host that generate 
traffic or a DiffServ-capable router that the traffic passes through, Figure 7. 
 
 
 
Figure 7: A DiffServ infrastructure abstract; the nodes at the boundary of the network: 
egress/boundary/edge routers, the nodes inside of the network: ingress/interior/core routers. Two 
level of agreements between nodes: Service Level Agreement (SLA) and Traffic Conditioning 
Agreement (TCA). 
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Two levels of agreements between nodes: 
• Service-level agreement (SLA): A contract between a customer and a service provider 
that specifies the forwarding service. 
• Traffic-conditioning agreement (TCA): Defines the rules used to realize the service, such 
as metering, marking, and discharging. 
 
Traffic Classification and Conditioning 
 
 DiffServ architecture is composed of a number of functional elements implemented in 
network nodes, including a small set of per-hop forwarding behaviors, packet classification 
functions, and traffic conditioning functions including classifying, metering, marking, and 
shaping, shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: DiffServ system components. 
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 When traffic arrives at the boundary of the administrative domains, the boundary node 
performs the tasks of packet classification and traffic conditioning. These two tasks of boundary 
(edge) router include mapping packets to different forwarding classes, checking to see if the 
traffic flow meets the service agreements, and dropping nonconforming packets. Packets arriving 
at the edge router are first classified. The classifier selects packets based on one or more packet 
header values, such as source address, destination address, source port, destination port, and 
protocol ID and leads them to the marking function to be marked properly. 
 Differentiated Service architecture achieves scalability by implementing complex 
classification and conditioning functions only at network boundary nodes and by applying per-
hop behaviors to aggregates of traffic which have been appropriately marked using the DS field 
in the IP headers. 
 PHB are defined to permit a reasonably granular means of allocating buffer and 
bandwidth resources at each node among competing traffic streams. Per-application flow or per-
customer forwarding state need not be maintained within the core of the network. 
 The current IP packet header includes an eight-bit field called the Internet Protocol-Type 
of Service (IP-ToS) field as in Figure 9. The three precedence bits have a value from 0 to 7 and 
represent the properties for the traffic. The following three-bit ToS indicate delay (D), throughput 
(T), and reliability (R). Default for bits are 0. The last two bits are reserved for future use. 
 DiffServ redefines the existing IP-ToS field and renames it as DiffServ field to indicate 
forwarding behaviors. The first six bits of the DiffServ field are used as a Differentiated Services 
Code Point (DSCP) to encode the PHB for a packet at each DiffServ node. The last two bits are 
currently unused, as seen in Figure 10. 
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Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs) 
 PHB defines the policy and priority applied to a packet at a single node when traversing a 
hop (such as a router) in a DiffServ network [20] [58]. On the other hand, it is defined as “a 
description of the externally observable forwarding behavior of a DiffServ node applied to a 
particular DiffServ behavior aggregate” [RFC 2475]. This description is related to “a PHB can 
result in different classes of traffic receiving different performance” [59]. 
 For example, an end user may have limits on its packet-sending rate or burstiness of the 
packet flow. As long as externally observable performance criteria are met, any implementation 
mechanism and any buffer/bandwidth allocation policy can be used. 
 Two PHBs have been defined currently, an expedited forwarding (EF) and an assured 
forwarding (AF): 
 Expedited Forwarding (EF): EF type of PHB specifies that the departure rate of a class of 
traffic from a router must equal or surpass a configured rate. It means during any interval of time, 
the class of traffic can be guaranteed to receive enough bandwidth to make the output rate of the 
traffic equal or surpass this minimum configuration rate. 
 EF implies some form of isolation among traffic classes. Even if the other classes of traffic 
are overwhelming router and link resources, with EF isolation, required resources will be still 
available to the class to receive its minimum rate guaranteed link bandwidth. EF PHB provides a 
low loss, low jitter, low delay service. 
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 Assured Forwarding (AF): AF PHB is more complex than EF. It divides traffic into four 
classes, where each class is guaranteed to be provided with some minimum amount of bandwidth 
and buffering. Within each class, packets are classified into one of three drop priorities in the case 
of congestion concurrency. When congestion within an AF class occurs, a router can then drop 
packets based on their drop priority values. Class AF1 has the highest priority and resources, and 
AF4 has the lowest. Within each class AF, 1-4, the subclass with DP 1 will have the lowest 
dropping probability while the one with DP 3 will have the highest [59] [63]. 
  At a DiffServ-capable router, a marked packet is forwarded onto its next hop according to 
its traffic class. Forwarding is conducted according to the Per Hop Behavior (PHB) that 
influences how a router’s buffers and link bandwidth are shared among the competing classes of 
traffic. A router’s PHB is based strictly on packet marking, the class of traffic to which a packet 
belongs. The DiffServ technique takes place somewhere between the best-effort model and the 
IntServ. 
 
Fairness of Network Congestion 
 The current Internet best-effort service and end-to-end congestion control with TCP 
mechanisms are successful in preventing network collapse. However, that does not mean these 
two services guarantee fairness among users during network congestion. For example, if a router 
is handling multiple flows, the potential exists that one of them will be more aggressive and cause 
starvation for others [60]. 
 Most existing routing algorithms for packet dropping techniques are usually based on the 
min-max fairness principal for achieving a fair dropping. These techniques usually store per-flow 
state information by using Resource Reservation Setup Protocol (RSVP) along their paths, such 
as the IntServ model. 
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 A few queuing techniques, such as Core-Stateless Fair Queuing (CSFQ), are also based 
on a min-max principal technique. However, these types of queuing techniques do not store per-
flow state information on competing flows, as in the DiffServ model. 
 The Internet’s best-effort service does not maintain state information at the core routers 
and does not need to maintain state information for the flow of packets. It does not provide any 
guarantees that data is delivered or that a user is given a guaranteed QoS level or a certain 
priority. In the case of congestion, flows cannot have fair treatment; an aggressive flow will cause 
starvation for other flows. In this type of network infrastructure, all users obtain best-effort 
service. This means that they obtain unspecified variable bit rate and delivery time, depending on 
the current traffic load. Since the best-effort service model does not support the features, such as 
recovery of lost or corrupted data and pre-allocation of resources, it can be operated efficiently. 
More than this, since it is simple, it is inexpensive [20]. 
 The flow-based IntServ model, on the other hand, provides a one hundred percent 
guarantee of service in the network. This specification of IntServ comes with a high price; in the 
IntServ model, state information must be maintained for per core routers on the path from source 
to destination, which disables the model’s scalability. Additionally, establishing such network 
architecture is highly complex, and more than that, it is very expensive. Its cost and complexity 
affect its preference as a network model today. 
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 Class-based DiffServ, which does not need to store per-flow state on the routers at the 
interior of the network, lies between these two extreme service models. DiffServ maintains only a 
constant amount of state per router; it provides a simple, scalable, and coarse-grained mechanism 
for classifying, managing network traffic, and providing QoS guarantees on IP networks [18] [19] 
[20]. These characteristics make it highly favorable in real-time healthcare systems. Figure 11 
summarizes these three service models of network features and their differences. 
 
 
 
Figure 11: IntServ requires each router to maintain and manage per-flow state on the control path. 
Best-Effort is highly popular due to its simplicity and cost. 
DiffServ has the ability to handle different service requirements in different ways with a scalable 
and flexible behavior. 
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 DiffServ aims to provide scalable service differentiation in the Internet that can be used 
to permit differentiated pricing of Internet service [58] [59] [60] [63]. This thesis presents a new 
technique, Proportional Bandwidth Allocation (PAB), in which, during congestion IP bandwidth 
is allocated in proportion to the users' negotiated bandwidth agreement. In the PAB technique, 
bandwidth is allocated in proportion to the Subscripted Information Rate (SIR) of the flows. The 
ratio of a flow’s data rate is encoded to its SIR as a label on its packets at the edge of the network. 
With this structure, PAB provides a more scalable, affordable, stateless, and fair network service 
than the two extreme network service models, best-effort and IntServ, as well as a different 
strategy than the DiffServ model during network congestion. Figure 12 shows where PAB stands 
as a network service model among the other three models. 
 
Figure 12: PAB lies in the middle of the service models scale with a different congestion strategy. 
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CHAPTER 5 SCALABLE PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATION OF BANDWIDTH (PAB) 
 
 In wireless networks, radio resources are limited and expensive. These two important 
characteristics of wireless communication lead to the requirement of appropriate resource 
management. With this in mind, a new method of bandwidth allocation technique, Proportional 
Allocation of Bandwidth (PAB) is defined in this study. 
 In PAB technique, bandwidth is allocated in proportion to the Subscripted Information 
Rate (SIR) of the flows. During the implementation of PAB, no state of the flows information is 
stored in the interior of the network. Instead of storing per-flow-state of information into the core, 
the ratio of a flow’s data rate is encoded to its SIR in the form of a label on its packets. At the 
interior (core) of the network, the routers use these labels for differentiating between packets 
during congestion. All the labeling is done at either the source or the first network element, 
ingress (edge) routers of a wireless network, which have information about the source’s SIR. The 
interior router drops packets based on their labels and the current level of threshold in the router. 
In this way, no state information is stored in the center of the network. During bandwidth 
allocation, two service parameters, the flow’s data rate and its SIR, conduct fairness among users 
in the case of network congestion. 
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 According to the definition of max-min fairness as defined in [66], each flow is allocated 
bandwidth as given by: 
 
  Alloc (i) = Min{send(i), rr}   (1) 
          Σ Alloc (i) ≤ Available Bandwidth   (2) 
 
 send(i)  the data rate of the ith flow 
    rr  the maximum rate that satisfies the above inequality 
 
Any flow sending more than rr will have its throughput reduced to rr. However in this scheme, 
the SIR of the flow is not considered in bandwidth allocation. 
 On the other hand, in PAB, bandwidth will be allocated such that all flows have identical 
flow rate (FR) to SIR ratio. However, this requirement must be satisfied with full network 
utilization. Therefore, in PAB the allocation of bandwidth is given by: 
 
   Alloc (i) = Min{ send(i), frac * SIR(i) } (3) 
        Σ  Alloc (i) ≤ Available Bandwidth  (4) 
 
SIR(i)  the SIR of the ith flow  
frac  the maximum fractional multiplier (between 0 and 1) that satisfies the above inequality 
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 The frac determines the maximum data rate of a flow as a fraction of its SIR. If the data 
rate of a flow is below its allowed throughput, frac*SIR, then it does not suffer any packet loss. 
Additionally, if a flow has a data rate less than its allowed fraction of SIR, then the remaining 
excess bandwidth is also shared among other flows in proportion to their SIR. No flow is allowed 
to send more than its SIR during congestion. 
 The throughput of any flow sending more than the allowed fraction of SIR is reduced to its 
maximum allowed data rate. Thus, PAB differentiates between flows and allocates bandwidth in 
proportion to the classes of the flows. A simple example with three sources which each try to 
reach three destinations will be aid to explain functionality of PAB. 
 Considering sources, S1, S2, S3 are sending one flow each to destinations D1, D2, and D3 
respectively by traversing two congested links, L1, L2, Figure 13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: The network configuration of the example. Sources, S1, S2 and S3, send one flow each 
to destinations D1, D2 and D3 respectively. The flows traverse two congested links Link-1 and 
Link-2. 
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 In the example, the original flow rate (FR) of sources, S1, S2, and S3 are 90 kbps, 120 
kbps, and 200 kbps; the SIR of the individual sources are 100, 150, and 300, respectively, as 
shown in Table 6. The bandwidth of the 2 links, L1 and L2, are shown as 200 and 150, as in 
Table 7. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The ratio of the SIR of the individual sources to the sum of SIRs of all sources 
determines the throughput of the sources during congestion. The throughput of a source is the 
product of the ratio of its SIR to the total SIR and the bandwidth of the bottleneck link. The sum 
of the throughput of the sources after link L1 and before L2 is 200 Kbps, and after that link L2 
is150 Kbps, utilizing the full capacity of the network. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
120 
 
 
200 
 
Original 
flow rate 
(Kbps) of 
Sources 
(FR)  
SIR 
(Kbps) 
 
 
90 
 
100 
Source 1 Source 2 
 
150 
Source 3 
 
300 
The Bandwidth of the 
Links 
Link 1 
Link 2 
200 
150 
Table 7: The bandwidth of the 
links, L1 and L2. 
Table 6: The original flow rate of sources, S1, S2, S3 
and their Subscripted Information Rate (SIR). 
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Table 8: Throughput calculation and values of PAB. 
 
Table 8 shows the throughput calculation and values of PAB. According to the results, all three 
sources are below their allowed throughput and they do not experience packet loss. 
 
Implementation of PAB 
 Implementation of PAB is based on the principles of DiffServ [58] [59] [60] [63]. To 
avoid per-flow state information in the core routers, PAB technique uses labels to indicate the 
ratio of FR to the SIR of the flow. Packets are marked with labels at the edge of the wireless 
network. The ratio of FR to the SIR of each flow is encoded as the label on the flow’s packets. In 
the core (interior) of the network, bandwidth allocation is done using these labels to differentiate 
between packets. The wireless routers perform multilevel threshold based dropping. 
 Two main components of PAB, the labeling of the packets at the edge of the network and 
dropping of packets at the core router, guide the implementation. 
 
 
 
 
 Calculation Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 
Ratio of SIR to Σ 
SIR 
(%) 
SIR / Σ SIR 18.18% 27.27% 54.54% 
Flow Rate  
between Link1 
and Link 2 
(Kbps) 
L1 *  ratio of 
SIR 
100 
36.36 54.54 109.09 
Flow rate after 
Link 2 
(Kbps) 
L2 *  ratio of 
SIR 
100 
27.27 40.90 81.81 
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Packet Labeling Methodology 
 Packets are labeled at the ingress (incoming) or source routers. The ingress router has 
knowledge of SIRs of all the sources connected to it. The labeling mechanism marks the flow’s 
packet with different labels depending on the ratio of the FR to the SIR, Link1 * ratio of SIR /100. 
The total number of labels is fixed for all flows, but the number of label values used at any time 
for a source depends on its FR. As the ratio of FR to SIR increases for a flow, more and more 
packets will be marked with labels with low priority. Packet labeling methodology has 
functionality to mark the packets of two flows differently even though these two flows have 
identical FR with different SIR or identical SIR with different FR. Figure 14 and Figure 15 are 
consecutively composite these methodologies. 
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 A label is not associated with a particular rate numerically. Each label is associated with 
only a fraction between 0 and 1. The sum of the fractions corresponding to all labels is set equal 
to one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Packet labeling 
methodology of PAB marks the 
packets of two flows with the 
same FR but different SIR, 
differently. 
The flow with lower SIR has more 
packets with lower priority than 
the flow with the higher SIR as 
shown in the figure. 
Figure 15: Packet labeling 
methodology of PAB marks the 
packets of two flows with the 
same SIR but different FR, 
differently. 
The flow with the higher FR is 
marked with lower priority 
labels than the flow with the 
lower FR as shown in figure. 
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Token Bucket Usage Methodology 
 To label the packets, multiple token buckets are used at the ingress (edge) router, which 
has the knowledge about the SIR of the source. The source should be able to send data at or 
below its SIR, but its average data rate should not exceed its SIR. So the sum of the token rates of 
all the token buckets must be equal to the SIR of the source. The SIR, however, is distributed 
among all the token rates. Therefore, the token rate of an individual token bucket is a fraction of 
the source’s SIR. This fraction is equal to the fraction associated with the label corresponding to 
that token bucket. The sum of all the fractions associated with the labels is 1. So the sum of the 
token rates is the SIR of the source. 
 
  Token Rate of Bucket j = frac(j) *  SIR  (5) 
                       Σ frac(j) = 1    (6) 
 
frac(j)  fraction of a individual token bucket, j 
1  The sum of all the fractions associated with the labels 
  
 The flow rate determines the actual label values that the packets get. As the ratio of flow 
rate to SIR increases, more and more packets will be labeled with lower priority. The token 
bucket size allows for bursts in the flow rate. However, the long term rate of the flow can never 
exceed its SIR. The lower the label value, the higher is the priority of that packet and the lower 
probability of being dropped. 
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A packet can remove tokens from only one bucket. If a packet has insufficient tokens to 
remove from any of the token buckets, then the source is sending packets at a rate greater than 
SIR and the available burst size. So the packet is dropped. Figure 16 is a visual presentation of 
multiple used of token buckets at the ingress (incoming) router of wireless network. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Visual presentation of multiple used of token buckets at the ingress (incoming) 
router of wireless network. 
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An incoming packet, I in the presentation above, first examines the first bucket, I, to 
determine whether it has sufficient tokens to remove. If bucket I has sufficient tokens in its 
bucket, packet-I is marked with a label value of bucket I and goes to the network. However, if 
token bucket-I does not have the sufficient tokens required by packet-I, then packet-I moves to 
the bucket-K to see if bucket-K has enough tokens. If bucket-K satisfies the packet-I requirement, 
it is marked with a label K and goes on its way. If bucket-K has insufficient tokens for the packet-
I requirement, packet-I moves to next bucket. However, if a packet has insufficient tokens to 
remove from any buckets it shows that packet has a rate greater than its SIR and burst size then 
that packet must drop. 
 
Packet Dropping at the Core Routers 
 Packet dropping mechanisms help identify which packets should be dropped when 
queues exceed a certain threshold. It is possible to place packets in one queue or multiple queues 
depending on their priority class or flow type. The process is similar for threshold. It is possible 
to keep a single threshold on packets in all queues or to keep multiple thresholds on packets in 
one queue. In summary, queues and thresholds could be single or multiple. 
 One of four types of classes of packet dropping techniques can be use for dropping 
management: 
• Single Accounting (queue), Single Threshold (SAST). 
• Single Accounting (queue), Multiple Thresholds (SAMT). 
• Multiple Accounting (queues), Single Threshold (MAST). 
• Multiple Accounting (queues), Multiple Threshold (MAMT). 
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The active queuing mechanism used in this study, the Multilevel Threshold Based 
Queuing (MLTQ), is similar to SAMT. In MLTQ, multilevel drop thresholds are established at 
the core routers and the drop probability of a packet is calculated based on its label value and the 
average queue length. The average queue size is monitored using an exponential weighted 
moving average technique, as in Random Early Dropping (RED), or a modified version of RED, 
Fair Random Early Dropping (FRED) [64]. 
A single average queue length is maintained for all the packets in implementation of 
MLTQ. There are n label values. N sets of minth, maxth, and Pmax exist in the core router, where: 
 minth  indicates the minimum threshold for queue. 
 maxth  indicates the maximum threshold for queue. 
 Pmax indicates the maximum drop probability. 
 When a packet of label value K arrives in the router, the minth -K, maxth -K and Pmax -K are 
used to determine whether that packet has to be dropped. The values are set as shown in Figure 
17. A low priority label has its thresholds such that it has high drop probability even when the 
average queue length is low. However, a high priority label has its thresholds such that it has a 
low drop probability even when the average queue length is high. The highest priority label is 
label 1 and the least priority label is label N. Lower priority labels have high maximum drop 
probabilities. 
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Figure 17: Core Router Mechanism for Dropping Packets. 
 
 
 
Determination of the Label Fractions 
 Three different sets of fraction values with specific properties can be assigned to the 
labels: 
• Fractions with equal value. 
• Fractions forming arithmetic progression. 
• Fractions forming geometric progression. 
  Equal Fractions: All the fractions are of equal value. For example, If N=89, then each 
label has the value 1/89. The sum of the fractions is 1. 
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Arithmetic Progression Fractions: The fractions form an arithmetic progression. Unlike 
equal fractions, the values for arithmetic progression fractions are not identical. To achieve better 
granularity while providing PBA, the smaller values in the arithmetic progression are associated 
with the higher priorities among the labels. In this sense, the fractions will have the values given 
by: 
  a, a + d, a + 2d, a + 3d, . . . . . , a + (N-l) d  (7) 
 
 Since the sum of the fraction values in the arithmetic progression must be unity, the sum 
of the arithmetic progression is set equal to one. 
 
    N (N-1) d 
  Sum = Na +             = 1  (8) 
                2 
 For simplicity purposes, assuming the “d” is equal the “a” which gives the value for the 
fractions, 
          2 
  d =        (9) 
   N * (N + 1) 
 
 
 
For example, when N=8, according to formula 9, the value of d is 
                2 
  d =       2d = 72  d = 72/2 = 36  1/36 
   8 * (8 + 1) 
 
Therefore, the values of fractions are for N=8 are 1/36, 2/36, 3/36, 4/36, 5/36, 6/36, 7/36, and 
8/36. 
 Geometric Progression Fractions: The fractions can also form a geometric progression. 
Similar to arithmetic progression, the values of the fractions are assigned such that higher priority 
labels are associated with smaller values in the geometric progression. 
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 The fractions in the geometric progression are given by 
 
  a, ar, ar2, ar3, ar4, . . . . . , ar(N-1)   (10) 
 Since the sum of the fractions should be 1, the value of sum is set to one: 
   a (1 – rN) 
  Sum =       = 1    (11) 
       1 – r 
 
 For simplicity purposes, assuming the “r” is equal the “a” which gives the value for the 
fractions: 
   r, r2, r3, r4, .. , r(N-1)    (12) 
 
 The value for “r” is given by the equation below when the sum of the fractions is unity.  
  r ( 2 – rN ) = 1     (13) 
 
 Assuming N is 8, N=8,”r” gets a value approximately equal to ½. According to r value, 
“r=½”, the rest of the fractions have 1/2, 1/4/, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64, 1/128 and 1/128. The last 
two fractions are made equal so that the sum of the fractions is 1. 
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Figure 18: Values of Equal, Arithmetic, and Geometric progression fractions. 
 
 
  Figure 18 shows the values of fractions assigned to labels for the three types of fractions. 
For the same Subscripted Information Rate (SIR) and the same flow rate, the number of high 
priority packets is greater in equal fractions than in arithmetic fractions or in geometric 
progression fractions. Since equal fractions treat the packets equally, high priority packets have 
an advantage over low priority packets. 
 
 
 
 
 
Label IDs 
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CHAPTER 6 SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
 With the advances of wireless technologies and ever-increasing user demands, the IP 
protocols suite has to extend its capability to encompass the wireless aspect. However, in reality, 
IP networks are heterogeneous, implying that the communication path from one end to another 
consists of both wired and wireless links.  
 TCP has congestion control for the network packets. With any delay on the packet 
delivery, TCP will slow down the flow and try repeatedly to deliver the packets. On the other 
hand, UDP does not have any control mechanism for congestion. This is the reason UDP is used 
for real-time audio and video streams which have no need to recover lost packets. Under these 
techniques of networking communication, in this simulation study the original implementation 
technique, PAB, is compared with that of RED in three sets of source experiments: UDP, TCP, 
and UDP, and TCP mixed as a Single Congested Link (SCL), as well as two sets of source 
experiments: UDP and TCP as the Multiple Congested Link (MCL) for IP networks. 
 
Single Congested Link (SCL) 
 An ns-2 simulator [65] was used for performing the simulation. In the simulation, the 
packets are marked with labels at the edge routers of the network, which are the gateways to the 
wireless network. The wireless routers use the labels for providing service and dropping packets 
when congestion occurs. In the case of a single congested link, the network configuration is as 
shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Single Congested Link Network Configuration. 
 
 N flows are shared in a single congested bottleneck link that stands at the core of 
the network. In the case of a single congested link, the setting values are as follows: 
• The SIR of the ith flow is  (i / N * 500) Kbps. 
• The number of flows sharing (source) the link  varied from 3 to 32. 
• The capacity of the bottleneck link is  1 Mbps. 
• The link delays between Router-1 and Router-2  100 ms. 
• The capacity of the link buffer is  100 packets. 
• The packet size of the TCP flows  1000 bytes. 
• The packet size of the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) flows  210 bytes. 
The parameters for 8-level drop thresholds at the core router are shown in 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Router 1 
1 Mbps, 100 ms 
Router 2 
Source 1 
Source 2 
Source N 
Source 3 
Destination 1 
Destination N 
Destination 2 
Destination 2 
 
Label Minimum 
Threshold 
Maximum 
Threshold 
Max Drop 
Probability 
1-highest priority 80 90 1/50 
2 70 80 1/45 
3 60 70 1/40 
4 50 60 1/35 
5 40 50 1/30 
6 30 40 1/25 
7 20 30 1/20 
8-lowest priority 10 20 1/15 
 
 
Table 9: Parameter for Core Router Dropping Mechanism. 
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 For the token buckets at the ingress routers, the bucket size is fixed at 80000 bytes. The 
token rate for each label was determined depending on the method of fractions chosen for 
marking the labels. The token rate for each of the eight labels is the product of the fractions 
associated with that label and the bucket of every label and the SIR of the source. The token rate 
for the bucket of every label is the product of the fraction associated with that label and the SIR 
of the flow. 
 By definition of PAB, each flow should get a share of bandwidth, which is in proportion 
to its SIR. The measure that has been used to calculate the effectiveness of the proportional 
allocation of bandwidth is obtained as shown. The throughput ratio of the ith flow [TR(i)] is 
defined as the ratio of throughput of ith flow to the sum of the throughputs of all flows going 
through the same link. 
           Throughput - of - Flow(i) 
  TR(i) =      (14) 
     ∑ Throughput - of - all - Flows 
 
 The SIR ratio for the ith flow Source Rate, [SR(i)], is defined as the ratio of SIR of ith 
flow to the sum of the SIRs of all flows going through the same link 
 
           SIR - of - Source(i) 
  SR(i) =      (15) 
     ∑ SIR - of - Source(i)
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 The Allocation Ratio (AR) for the ith flow [AR(i) ] is defined as throughput ratio TR(i) to 
SR(i). 
 
          TR(i) 
   AR(i) =      (16)   
                   SR(i) 
 
 
 
              The performance measure is given by: 
           
             Proportionality Index        (17) 
 
 
 The proportionality index is inversely related to the difference in the allocation ratios of 
the various sources. The more the allocation ratios of the various sources differ, the more the 
value of the proportionality index decreases. 
 
Experiment of UDP flows with PAB and RED 
 In the first set of experiments, the entire N flows were UDP sources. Each source sends 
one flow into the network and the flow reaches the destination at the other end of the network. 
The sources sent data randomly from 10% to 200% of their SIR. Experiments were conducted 
with the number of flows increasing from 3 to 32 with PAB and RED bandwidth allocation 
techniques to observe their performances. 
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 The performance results for the experiments are displayed in Figure 20 with the number 
of flows vs. the proportionality index for UDP flows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Performance of UDP flows with PAB and RED. 
 
 
 In Figure 20, it can be observed that as the number of sources increase, the performances of 
the three types of fractions are almost similar. However, for RED the performance drastically 
drops as the number of sources increases. This is due to the fact that RED has no knowledge of 
SIR and cannot differentiate between the flows. Thus, the bandwidth allocation by RED does not 
follow the principles of Proportional Allocation of Bandwidth. Actually, RED was not designed 
to enable sharing of resources proportional to SIR. The reason to compare PAB with RED is to 
show how much a PAB service would benefit users. 
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Experiment of TCP Flows with PAB and RED 
 In the second set of experiments, all the flows were TCP. The peak data rate of the TCP 
flows was set to their SIR. Figure 21 shows the results for the experiments. The graph shows the 
number of flows vs. the proportionality index for TCP flows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Performance of TCP flows with PAB and RED. 
 
 In the case of TCP sources, as the number of sources increases, the performance of the 
three fractions—equal, arithmetic, and geometric progression fractions—is very good. The TCP 
flows are congestion sensitive and when there is congestion, the TCP flows tend to share the 
bandwidth equally among the flows. Our technique achieves proportional bandwidth sharing by 
using labels and thus achieves good performance. In the case of RED, the performance has 
become much worse than that with UDP sources. During congestion, the TCP sources reduce the 
sending data rate so that the rate of all sources is equal and RED cannot distinguish between 
sources and thus has poor performance.
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Experiment of TCP and UDP Flows with PAB and RED 
 In the third set of experiments, all the even flows were TCP and all the odd flows are UDP. 
The data rates of the UDP and TCP flows are the same as in the previous experiments. Figure 22 
shows the results for the mixed experiment. As before, the number of sources varied from 3 to 32 
and the experiments were done for all three types of fractions and RED. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22: Performance of TCP and UDP flows with PAB and RED. 
 
 In this case, performance of the three fractions is much better than simple RED. UDP flows 
are congestion insensitive and TCP flows are congestion sensitive. UDP flows try to get all the 
bandwidth and so TCP sources get much less bandwidth. The PAB technique provides good 
protection of TCP flows from UDP flows and achieves excellent performance. However, for 
RED, TCP flows are not protected and thus RED performs poorly. 
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Multiple Congested Links (MCL) 
 In the case of multiple congested links, the network topology for the simulation is shown 
in Figure 23. 
 
Figure 23: Multiple Congested Links Network Configuration. 
 
 This is a typical parking lot configuration. Flows travel different distances in the network 
which have N+ 1 routers, R0 to RN. The links connecting the routers have a bandwidth of 1.5 
Mbps and a link delay of 50 ms. 
 At the routers router-0 to router-N -1, flows enter the network, and at the router router-N, 
all the flows leave the network. At router router-0, flow source-0 enters the network. At router 
router-I, flows source-i*5+1 to source (i+1)*5 enter the network. In each experiment set, the 
number of congested links varied from 2 to 5. 
 The performance of PAB in multiple congested links is defined as the ratio of the 
throughput of flow source-0 to its SIR divided by the ratio of the sum of the throughputs of all 
sources to the sum of SIRs of all flows. This measure is the allocation ratio of flow source-0. 
 
               [Throughput (0) / SIR (0)] 
  Allocation -Ratio - AR (0) =        (18)  
             [ ∑ Throughputs (0) / ∑ SIRs ] 
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Experiment of UDP Flow-0 with PAB and RED 
  
 The experiment for UDP is displayed in Figure 24. In the figure, the performance of RED 
is clearly poor with source-0 as a UDP flow. On the other hand, the performance of the three 
fractions is much better. Among the three, equal fraction performance is the lowest for the 
allocation ratio (0) vs. the number of congested links. Other two fractions’ performance is better. 
The reason is because the high priority labels in their cases are associated with a smaller fraction 
of the SIRs of the sources. Especially in the case of high levels of congestion, geometric 
progression fractions work better because of their higher granularity for high priority labels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Allocation Ratio of UDP Flow-0 in Multiple Congested Links. 
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Experiment of TCP Flow-0 with PAB and RED 
 The experiment for TCP is displayed in the Figure 25. It can be observed that the 
performance of RED with TCP as flow source-0 is very poor and almost nil. Among the three 
types of fractions, performance variation occurs as the number of congested links increases. This 
is due to the fact that this technique is an approximate implementation of PAB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: Allocation Ratio of TCP Flow-0 in Multiple Congested Links. 
 
 
 Additionally, the performance of equal fractions suffers significantly as the number of 
congested links increases. In equal fractions the highest priority label is associated with a fraction 
value that is 1/8th of SIR. So as severity of congestion increases all packets that are marked with 
the lower priorities are dropped. Packets of the highest priority alone survive the congestion. 
Since now all packets are of the same priority, it becomes difficult to achieve PAB. 
Figure 22: Allocation Ratio of UDP Flow-0 
in Multiple Congested Links 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION 
  
 The adoption of information technology to support the delivery of healthcare data is 
increasingly recognized in many countries as an essential tool in improving patient care. These 
systems are best thought of as cost-reducing and/or quality-improving technologies. Increased 
demands for electronic exchange of data have been driven by the rising expense of healthcare. 
 This thesis proposes a new DiffServ-based scheme of IP bandwidth allocation during 
congestion, called proportional allocation of bandwidth (PAB) which can be used in all IP 
networks. In PAB scheme, bandwidth is allocated in proportion to SIR of the competing flows. 
PAB is implemented, without per-flow state maintenance, using multiple token buckets to label 
the packets at the edge of the network and multilevel threshold queue at the IP routers to discard 
packets during congestion. The labels are associated with fractions and each label corresponds to 
a fraction of the SIR of a flow. 
 The simulations of the study show that the performance of PAB scheme is good in both 
single congested link and multiple congested links in wireless networks. 
 The proposed PAB scheme network can handle both normal and life-critical medical 
applications characterized by their urgency. Assigning different priority levels according to the 
ratio of flow rate to its SIR causes the network to intelligently drop and/or delay the packets, in 
order to achieve a high service level. It is practical, doable, stateless, and its labeling process 
takes place at the edge routers in order to ease flowing at the interior of the network. Therefore, 
the proposed architecture can be considered as a survivable network that can be used under 
extreme traffic conditions as reliable infrastructure for telemedicine.
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